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Abstract 
This report covers the design process of a saving vase designed for the assignment information 

decoration. The application internet banking has been the starting point of the design, thus being the 

main focus of the visualised aspect. The main goal of this vase is to let young couples save more 

consciously, while displaying the information in a subtle way. This has been done by applying an LED 

strip to a vase, covered by different materials diffusing the light sources. The LED strip has been 

programmed in such a way, that it shows a saving goal, an amount that can potentially be saved and 

an amount which has already been spent from the saving goal. Another mode can visualise the amount 

of money which can be saved for people without a saving goal. 
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Introduction 
We found the research on banking and specifically banking together an aspect of interest. First of all, 

almost everyone deals with money on a daily or weekly basis. Secondly, research shows that most of 

the conflicts in a relationship are caused by money. The arguments about money cause more 

depressing behaviour than other arguments and men are showing more aggression during these fights. 

(Papp et al., 2009; Stanley et al., 2002; Oggins, 2003).  

Another research by NIBUD (Dutch Institute for personal finance) showed  that almost half of the Dutch 

population has difficulties with making ends meet. This finding makes looking into ones banking 

business more interesting for us. The same research also showed that 81% of the participants saved 

their money (Schors, Schonewille et al. 2015).  

The study by Man Yee Kan and Heather Laurie also shows that having savings has a positive impact on 

one’s psychological well-being. The aspect of savings is therefore interesting for us to dive into. (Kan, 

M. Y., & Laurie, H. 2014)  

Finally, we thought that the private subject of money was a challenge to bring out to the more public 

space in order to make people more aware of what they are spending and saving. 

In our design, information gained from an online banking application is visualised in a subtle way, 

making it an object which is perceived in the periphery of our visual system. We envision our product 

to be given as a gift for young couples who start a new bank account together, as they will be quite 

new in the situation of banking together. Both parties profit from our design, as the bank does not 

have to deal with people being in debt, while the couple has a clear overview of their banking account.  

The couple has to change certain settings on the Savvy before it can be used to its full potential. First, 

a savings goal is set in internet banking. Then, Savvy will adapt its lighting and is ready to use. Another 

way to interact with Savvy is to enable the incognito mode, making the vase switch to another lighting 

scenario to temporarily hide the personal information from the user’s banking account. 
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Concept development 
Choosing an application 

For the information decoration assignment, we chose the application of internet banking, because we 

wanted to take on the challenge of bringing private information to the public space. Moreover, the 

data processed within the application can sometimes be unclear. We thought that we could make a 

part of this data less obscure by visualising this into a design. 

 

User tests and analysis 

To do so, we first oriented ourselves into our target group. We made different cultural probes (Dunne, 

Gaver et al. 1999) in order to get to know our user better. These can be found in Appendix A. Obtaining 

this information helped us in the whole design process because it made clear who we were designing 

for. The focus of these probes were to investigate whether or not people were willing to share their 

balance. Also, we examined when and where people are spending money and in what way. This led to 

different insights. For example that people are overall not that open with their banking account saldo, 

which is quite understandable. Though, this and other pieces of information retrieved from the probes 

facilitated us with the right knowledge to continue our design. 

 

Persona creation 

We also made a persona to place our design in a real context: Adam (26) and Eva (25),. They are a 

young couple with a shared bank account. They graduated recently and are now starting on the job 

market. Adam is fond of gadgets and gaming and sometimes spends too much on this. Eva loves 

running and shopping on the internet for cosmetics. They try to save some money each month, but 

they still need to get used on having a shared financial household. 

What we found out with the persona is that it does not necessarily cover all users. But having the 

context of the persona helped in making decisions. On the other hand, the first version of the persona 

was a relatively wealthy couple. One could doubt if they had a real need for our concept.   

 

Concept design 

In order to get to our final concept, we have been sketching a lot. We have done this together in an 

iterative way, adding aspects to our team members’ sketches. Once we developed our main concept, 

our biggest challenge was to decide on how to display the monetary information. It was very useful to 

already have access to the technology needed for our concept, because we could iterate the  prototype 

after we iterated the design concept. In this way, everyone was actively involved in the 

conceptualization and we are all satisfied with the end result. 
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Prototype evaluation 
General Design 
To evaluate the prototype we organized a co-creational feedback session using the co-constructing 

stories method (Buskermolen, D. O., & Terken, J. (2012, August)) 

Our goal was to find out to what extent the users find our concept valuable and to find out if the vase 

would have the desired effect; helping people with savings by showing information in the periphery of 

their attention. Based on the type of goals we had and the outcomes of our coach meeting, we used a 

method that generates qualitative data. 

 

Participants 
4 participants were randomly selected from a sample of Industrial Design students present at the 

department on Thursday March 24, 2016. Their age was between 18 and 22 years old. As a reward for 

participating at the user test, they received a snack at the shop of the study association. 

 

Setting & apparatus 
The location of the test was the ID Café, a space in the department used by students for working and 

socializing. We used this location because of its resemblance to a living room in terms of atmosphere. 

The stories (Appendix B) that the participants had to read were presented on an iPad. Interviews were 

documented using pen and paper and recorded using a Dictaphone app on a smartphone. The images 

of the living room context were printed on A4 paper sheets. All these items were placed on a table. On 

a lower table next to it the prototype was placed. A power extension cord was used to power the 

prototype. 

 

Measurements 
Part of a co-constructing stories sessions are a sensitizing story and an envisioning story. For both 

stories a short set of questions was prepared to use for the interview with the test users. (Appendix C) 

Based on the answers, new questions were asked to get more detailed answers. These questions and 

the answers were documented in bullet points and recorded. 

 

Procedure 
The test was led by one person, that talked to the participant and conducted the interviews. Another 

person wrote down the answers of the participant, made audio recordings of the interviews and 

controlled the prototype. 

The session started with a short introduction about the set-up of the user test. Then the participant 

had to read a story about a couple that tries to save money for a holiday. Next to that we showed 

photos of living rooms with vases. The sensitizing story helps the participant to get into the context. 

After reading, we asked some questions to the participant about saving money, how they feel about 

the persons in the story and their experiences with the subject. The questions act as a method to get 

personal experiences from the participants. 
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During the second part of the test the participant had to read another story, in which the characters 

used our prototype: the envisioning story. After reading, we asked some new questions. The goal of 

these were to help the participant imagine using our prototype and think about the possible influence 

on their financial behavior, in comparison to the current situation. 

After that, the prototype was shown. We mimicked that the saldo on their token of study association 

Lucid was connected to the vase and that the participants had a savings goal. We let the user pretendly 

add money to their token and spend it and showed it on the vase using the ‘Wizard of Oz’ method 

(Dow, S., MacIntyre, B et al. 2005). During this actions we asked the participants what the lights meant 

according to them and how they feel about the visibility of the information communicated by the 

prototype. 

 

Results 
The results of the interview are presented as stories, with descriptions and quotes in Appendix D. This 

is based on the answers of the participants in the co-creating stories sessions. It is part of the method 

that the outcomes per user are unique and highly personal. Analysis of the stories made per user 

showed however some similarities on a number of aspects.  

For the context of saving, all participants have in common that sometimes the amount of money they 

have saved is lower than they thought. Their strategies for saving money are very different however. 

They all believe that having a clear goal, like a holiday, motivates to save money in a more organised 

way. 

After being introduced to the concept, the participants see the potential of having more insight in their 

finances using the prototype. Some fear that the placement of the vase in the home environment could 

be disturbing. It could make them think constantly of money.   In case of visitors, some prefer to turn 

the vase off. Some users think that the information is coded sufficiently through the light signals, as 

the ring of light does not show exact amounts. One user commented that he preferred a more precise 

visualization. 

For the appearance of the vase, the general opinion was that the prototype was rather big. Having the 

choice of blue and purple lighting, users preferred the blue color because it looked more calm. They 

prefer however some way to make the vase match more with their interior at home. 

Although having insight in your spending helps to save more, the participants believe that the most 

important thing is having a clear goal to save for. Then having extra insight (as offered by the concept) 

could help in a modest way, although one users doubt if the influence would be big enough to use the 

prototype on a daily basis. 
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Discussion 

Prototype 

While doing the user test we got some remarks about our prototype. The participants suggested some 

good points which helped us in our further design. For example, when you get friends over and our 

vase is well known by lots of people, then everyone knows the meaning behind the lighting pattern. 

To prevent that some people know how you are managing your money we added an incognito 

function.  

In the future we would like to see a button implemented on the vase. You can push this button and 

the vase would only be decorative, not displaying any banking data. Currently, we have implemented 

this function with an extra command, but due to the little time and of the aesthetics of our vase, we 

could not implement a functioning button. 

We also got some comments on how big the vase was. Unfortunately we cannot shrink the vase, and 

our equipment is adjusted on the size of the vase. In the future the size would be smaller. 

One last point of discussion are the fixed costs that are deducted from your saldo at fixed times. If 

these costs are not implemented in our concept, then you still have no clear image of your spending 

habits. Those fixed costs are payed on fixed dates and you cannot spend them on other things. 

Therefore, we implemented these fixed costs with a third colour in the ring so you can see what the 

amount of fixed costs are. 

 

Methodology 

For our user test we used the co-creational feedback sessions with students. We chose to interview 

students because we could not make an appointment with one of the couples which we already 

interviewed in the cultural probes. Moreover, due to time constraints it was difficult to search for new 

couples within our specific age group. With the co-creational feedback sessions we got an idea of how 

the students would stand in such a situation. Moreover, the students are only a couple of years 

younger than our target group.  Consequently, they can identify themselves with our target group. We 

are glad that we participated in the USE module of the co-creational feedback sessions. Furthermore, 

the concept of cultural probes was useful because it is an easy way to get started with a project. Both 

were effective research modules to gain qualitative knowledge of the user.  
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Design iterations 
Personalization 
The main feedback that we got from the projected users was that they would sooner put Savvy in their 

home environment if it matches their interior style. For instance, one participant said he preferred 

more industrial materials, like wood and iron. Savvy 2.0 is provided with sleeves that can be wrapped 

around the glass surface. These sleeves can be offered in an endless array of different materials, like 

wood, iron, but also felt.  

In addition, although every participant preferred the blue colors over the purple color mode, we as 

designers find it important to give every user the possibility to choose his own color combination for 

Vassy to match their interior. 

 

Size 
Another important feedback point considers the size of Savvy; some users experienced Savvy to be a 

little too big to put in their windowsill or on a table. Therefore, they would rather put it somewhere in 

the kitchen or on a small table. To integrate Savvy more into the living environment,  Savvy 2.0 is about 

¾th  the size of our first prototype.  

 

Feedback 
The light integrated in Savvy is rather subtle, in order to stimulate peripheral information transaction 

and merge subtly in the environment. Whenever a monetary transaction is made, the lights change 

subtly. Users had to put in effort to see the rings of color fade, which is on one side a positive thing as 

it promotes privacy of money issues. On the other hand, we think it is beneficial if users receive more 

clear feedback when a transaction has been made. In the next prototype the colored rings will subtly 

blink in a faded way when money is added or subtracted from the paying account. 

 

Privacy 
Although through the subtle lighting scheme we wish to ensure privacy about monetary information, 

we cannot prevent that Savvy will become an enormous success. Subsequently, every visitor will know 

the meaning behind the mapping of the vase. Therefore, in Savvy 2.0 we will integrate a “visitor’s 

mode”. This mode is provided through an integrated button on the side of the vase. When activated, 

the color mapping changes to simply one color. This mode can also easily be deactivated through 

pressing the button again.  
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Connection  
At the moment our prototype communicates to the controlling device (the smartphone)  via Bluetooth. 

However, the smartphone has to be in the neighborhood of the vase in order to control the vase and 

its settings. In the future we would like to replace this Bluetooth connection with a Wi-Fi connection, 

to enable a long-distance control. We find it important to design Savvy as simple as possible, meaning 

with as few as possible cables connected. Therefore, we choose not to implement an internet cable, 

but to integrate Wi-Fi components in the hardware. However, in this envisioned prototype, there is 

still a power cable connected. In the future there will be many possibilities to charge wirelessly in via 

a component in your coffee table or night stand for instance, as already provided by Ikea 

(www.ikea.com/nl/nl/catalog/products/S39094738). 

 

Finishing 
Through time restrictions we did not achieve an optimal finishing of the vase. In Savvy 2.0 we will 

include additional plastic caps to hide the seams of the plastic parts. 

  

http://www.ikea.com/nl/nl/catalog/products/S39094738/
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Cultural Probe 
Note: some of the following content is in Dutch, due to the native language of the participants 

approached. 
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Appendix B: Stories user test 

Sensitizing story 
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Envisioning story 
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Appendix C: Questions user test 

Sensitizing story 

o Which elements in the story relate to your life? 

o How do you feel about saving money? 

o How do you organize your personal finances? 

o What do you feel when you are buying something expensive? 

Envisioning story 

o Which elements in the story were positive to you? 

o Which elements in the story were negative to you? 

 

Imagine: You are Adam or Eva (couple in the story) 

o To what extent would the story you just read be different? 

o How would you feel about that? 

o What are of the positive and negative aspects of that? 
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Appendix D: Results co-constructing stories 

Participant 1 – René 

Personal Experience 

René has the dream to travel to Australia, but that’s not a concrete goal for savings. Each month she 

starts with paying the rent and what’s left at the end goes to her savings account. “I like it this way, 

although I see that I spend more money than I did in the past”. 

She manages her finances on her mobile phone, but important things like paying the rent is something 

she does on her laptop at the kitch table. “I prefer the control of manual transfer instead of paying 

automatically.” 

Concept Experience 

If she had a concrete goal to save up money, René would save more. She likes that the vase gives a 

physical feedback of these savings. “When I am living together with someone, saving money will be 

more structured”. The vase would be located in the kitchen, or near a window. Because there are no 

exact numbers of savings on the vase, she thinks that visitors wouldn’t see any private info. “The lights 

of the vase have a calm and positive look. Although the vase itself is a bit too big”. 

 

Participant 2 – Elise 

Personal Experience 

“In the past I saved up a lot of money and little was spent”, nowadays it is different. “I spend a lot on 

doing fun things with friends”. Each month Elise saves a fixed amount of money. Maybe she will use it 

for a holiday, although her last expensive transactions were for study related things. “My notebook 

and a Wacom tablet!” 

Concept Experience 

“I don’t feel comfortable having the vase in the living room”. That is not for privacy reasons, “The light 

hides the info sufficiently”. Elise prefers to not having to think of money all day. “Maybe I would put it 

next to my bed.” She thinks that if she is part of a couple, saving money will be more important. “It is 

important to see how much money is left at the end of the month.” She thinks the vase will be useful 

when she has a big goal to save for. “Or maybe it is nice for my future children to show them how to 

save money.” 
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Participant 3 – Marijn 

Personal Experience 

“It is important to enjoy live, so I don’t spend much attention on saving”. Marijn looks at his savings 

account about once a year. “I transfer all money that is left to that account and use it to pay for my 

holiday”. Sometimes Marijn finds out he doesn’t have enough money to do something. “Then I feel 

really bad.” 

Concept Experience 

“Something like this vase could motivate me to save more money” says Marijn. He can imagine himself 

looking quickly at the vase every morning to get insight. “And having a goal to save money for, makes 

it easier”. On the other hand, Marijn is scared that the vase will make him think of money constantly. 

The information send by the lights is clear to him, “maybe an incognito mode that hides the 

information would be nice when I have visitors”. 

 

Participant 4 – Timo 

Personal Experience 

“Sometime I have less money than I thought I would have” says Timo. When he wants to buy something 

big, he notices that he automatically spends less. “That helps with saving”. He wants to invest in quality 

when he buys expensive items. “Although I think sometimes, was it really worth the money?” 

Concept Experience 

The vase would make Timo think more before spending big amounts of money. “It works as a reminder 

and it could be nice to have insight.” Because of that he wouldn’t place the vase on the kitchen table. 

He would place the vase somewhere between the kitchen and the living room. The blue light would be 

better for that location than the purple light. “It would be nice if the vase gives feedback for new 

transactions. The division between the colors of savings and other money is a bit vague, mmm”. Timo 

imagines that he could customize the vase to make it fit with his interior. “And can I hide the lights 

when I have friends coming over” He is not sure about the use of this concept. Why would he use this? 

“I don’t think it would have a big influence on my life”. 
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Appendix E: Slides final presentation 
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